
CHA·P'J.l.ER XIV. 

DESCRIPTION OP TOMBS AND MAUSOLEA • 

. Such a work as the present, which purports to give an account 
of the principal· subjects, customs and practices connected with the 
resting places of the dead in China , certainly ought above all things 
to contain particul~ about the shape and construction of graves 
and tombs, from the smallest and meanest built. for the lower classes, 
up to the large, nay, gigantic mausolea which protect the bodies and 
souls of magnates, nobles and emperors. Though the details collected · 
together by us on this subject and laid down in this ·chapter 
I!Ll'e numerous, yet they do not embrace· the entire Middle King- · 
dom , our peregrinations having extended over six_ provinces only. 
But we hope to make clear in the following pages all the prin
cipal features of grave building, especially those which ·come out 
in a comparison of the tombs and. graves in Fuhkien and the ad.
iacent mountainous regions with those in the central and north-
;,esterli provin9e5 ot the Empire. · 

Unfortunately we can but seldom lead our reader& into an archreo~ 
logical field. For, no important graves older than the fourteenth 
century have been found by us in such a state of preservation as to 
allow of any reproduction of their original shape and structure .. 
(oomp. page 441); besides, though the Chinese books refer often 
enough to ancient and medireval sepulcllres of ·aignificance., we can 
find no regular descriptions sufficient to form a general picture of them 
of any valu~ and interest. Our readers will therefore have to content 
themselves with descriptions of tombs and mausolea built during . 
the reign of the present House of Ts'lng and ~he dynasty of Ming; 
but we shall often intersperse these descriptions with information 
drawn from works of older date when such can be of service in 

-tracing the antiquitY and history of matters connected with graves. 

1. Concerning Graves of the Common People, the Nobility 
and the Kandarinate. 

'rhe character nowadays more commonly used than any other 
iq denote a grave, is ;I , m o. It is found with this meaning 
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already in the 8/tu lcif!g, in the account of the achievements of the 
founder of .the Cheu dynasty 1• It occurs also in the Shi Icing 2, 

but · a more regular use of it is made specially in the Li lci, th~ 
Oheu li, and other ancient books: Another denomination now of very 
common use is ;!l, fen. This likewise occurs very often in the 
literature of pre-Christian times, though almost exclusively in the 
sense of an eminence or mound , and In that of height. and size; 
hence, no doubt, the signification of ».grave ;, has been attached 
to it· at a later period, and its first use with this meaning was 
restricred to ~ves with a tumulus. The Li lci confirms this, 
by stating in a passage qt\Qted by us on page 664, that »an-

. oWntly m o were made; but no fen" 3, that is to say, graves, but 
· no graves ~th turn~. 

Mostly, however, the ancient books denote graves and ~pulchres 
by the character 1(, chcung. Medireval and modem authors,·_ too, 
make a very extensive use of it, but they often place the radical 
±, »earth". · at its side ( '* ). to bring out its ~eaning more 
sharply. We have stated already on page 442 that ~his word origin
ally signified an eminence, and· -that it consequently denotes, 
correctly speaking, a tumu1us. On the same page we have give~ 
foW" other terms of ancient origin, denoting both. a height· and a 
grave. Still. we must add to ~he list · the Qharacter m . y in g, the 
me of which on an extensive scale seems io date from the Ban 
dynasty. Iu the literature of that time, and also in ·that of all 
subsequent epochs. it occurs chiefJy in· the sense of a tbmb of con
side~ble superficies, or a grave wiih its circumjacent grounds . and 
appurtenant buildings, or.-a family grave-ground, a mausoleum. Some
times we find as ·a synonym. the expression N & , fun g m o , 
>>grave-ground. m which a tumulus or some tumuli are raised". 
Characters, now somewhat antiquated· and obsolete, are: -JI, fan, 
which occurs, we believe, for the first time in the works of Men
cius, viz. I'l;l the excerpt given by ··us o:r;t page 885 ; and · ijl, la n g, 
tf'i, y ii, and ~, t s c a i, mentioned ir;1 a small vocabulary entitled 
,;Local Terms" • and composed by Yang Hiuug', an ethical phi
losopher and statesman who died in A. D . . 18. 

Besides, there exist sundry expressions for graves, whieh are 
merely periphi'ases. So e. g. h wanff ts•uen jf ~ or >>yellow 

1 -8eetion Jit Jit . 2 The Odes of. Ch'en I section 1\ r, . 
3 1i'-&&ffii~~ · 4 -}j W. Chapter 13. 5 :tl.t4t· 
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watersprings", alluding to the groundwater filtering through the 
red-yellowish clay of which the subsoil is composed in many parts 
of China; y ii t s eh ~ % or >>dwelling in the terrestrial vehicle" 
(comp. p. 939), and many others, which it would be useless fu.sum 
up. The term k i a c he in g * • , "nice city" or» city of excellence", 
with which our rooders have been made acquainted on pp. 14S and 
223 , is traceable in the bookr. at least as far back as the second 
century B. C., for we have therein the following tale, relating to . 
a high magnate of the Han dynasty: »On the death of the ruler 
" of Tceng, who lived during the reign of the House of Ran, 
>> they searched out· a ·burial place for him outside the gate of the 
»eastern capital. When the high nobles and princes escorted the 
>>corpse _to the grave, the team of four horses ·would not advance, 
>>but bent down to the ground and neighed piteously. Their 
>> prancing hoofs. coming down upon the ground' unoov~red a 
» stone, bearing the following inscription: 'Jf . this nice city be 
'' covered. with flourishing bushes, it shall behold the bright sun
» shine still after three thousand years. 0 Ruler of Peng, settle 
>>in this home!' They thereupon buried him in this spot" 1

• 

In Amoy and the surrounding districts 11. grave is styled bang Qt 
liQ, which words are the local pronunciation of the above-mentioned 
character ;\t. Also the word hun, representing the character ~, 

. is there in vogue, but almost always in Combination with bong or 6~, 
viz. as hun bong or hun b~, »grave with a tumulus". But, ·owing 
to the sway of the Fung-shui theories, these terms are . .1.t· . Amoy 
~most totally supplanted by the word hong-8Ui, which, as ou: readers 
know, is there the local form of the word ·Fung-shui; the beneficial 
influences of Nature, whi.ch every one is sure to concentrate upon 
his graves, are thus used to denote the graves themselves. This 
fact, . though insignificant at first sight, is yet of some interest, as 
showing that the people are wont to connect ..l!,ung-shui so inse
parably with their burial places, that a grave without some. 
Fung-shui is to them a thing unimaginable. In connection here-

ta~&•,*~*•M~.&*~•,~•
~ fi, ~:Id!~ P.~, .if!$~ :Id!~ 7i, li jg B , f£ #A · 
e •, = -f- &F Jt s a, Pf ~~A, x;rJlt ~. ~ ~ 
f.i. Poh wuh chi, eh. 7. The ruler of T'eng is especially known in histo•·y under 

the riame of Hia-heu Ying !{ ~ ~; see his biography in the Historical Record11, 

eh. 59, 11. 9 sqq., and the Books of the Early Ha~ Dynasty, eh. 41, 11. 7 sqq. 
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with it cannot excite surpnse that our proverb : » All his geese are 
swans", has a standard equivalent in the Amoy common parlance, 
ru~ning thus: Pat ldng ~ l10n!J-8Ui khah m 1161: >1 Other people's graveS' 
nev:er have a Fung-shui like that of OUJ,' own". 

Nevertheless, graves in the selection of which no Fung-shui calcu
lations have had part or lot, exist in considerable numbers. They · 
are those of ·forlorn people without offspring, on whose last resting 
places nobody's fate depends, and whom benevolent men, anxious 
to collect a store of merit 1 have ·committed to the earth in urns 
or p<)or 'coffins, : wi.thout much ceremony. Neither do the Fu ng
shui . theories exist for the graves of young children. Their corpses 
are placed . in a jar or a poor wooden box (see page 330), which 
a workman· unceremoniously carries on his shoulder, or in some 
other way~ · to the open country, together with a hoe to dig the 
grave pit. No relations escort him on his way. At best · the sor
rowing mother sees him out' into the street 1 giving vent to her 
grief by piteous wailing, and loudly protesting against her child's 
leaying her. The corpse is buried anywhere at a depth of a few 

. ·inches, and . the rest of the earth heaped up over it. Within a 
short time the dust returns· to dust, or 1 as is very often the case, 
the remains are devo~red by ·dogs a~d crows. No property in the 
gro~nd is secured, nor is any attention paid to · the spot afterwards. 
Many babies are not buried at all, the urn or box being merely 
set aside in the open country, where it likewise soon falls a prey 
to birds and starving dogs. 

Some care is, ' however, bestowed upon the graves of children 
approaching the age of puberty, especially if they belong · to the 
male · sex. Indeed , their bones being solid enough to long withstand 
decomposition, they may be advantageously made use of for drawing 
down blessingS ·on the nearest relations through the medium of 
Fung-shui; and it is therefore worth the trouble and expense of 
burying them with a ceremonial approximating to that for adults, in 
grounds the ownership of which has been duly acquired,· and in 
graves commensurate with the wealth of the family. The ~ is 
nearly always treated in this way when it concerns an only son 
on the verge of manhood, his parents being then constrained by 
the laws of social life tp adopt a son for him for th~ perpetuation 
of his line of descent and the worship of his ancestors 1 and 
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consequently, a grave being wanted for the said Continuator as a. 
palladium of his own fortunes and tho~ of his offspring. 

Already when Confucius lived, _it was customary to bury non
adults in a slipshod way .. There is evidence ·of this. in the interesting 
passage of the Li lci, which we have. tmnslated on page 240; 
moreover, the same Classic_ narr.ates ·.the following incident· from the 
life of the Sage (chapter 27,. l: 40): · 

» Tseng-tsre asked: • Children dying. between eight and twelve 
».are buried in the fields by imbedding them -in eartli on all sides; 
>>and if the relations follow thither behind the contriva-nce which 
» serves the purpose. of a carriage, they do so because the burial 
»place is near. But now, if the grave is at a distance, how should 
» the burial be performed? ' · . 

»Confucius said: I have heard Lao Tan say: 'Formerly (viz. in the 
»twelfth century B. C.), ·the reoorder-_ Yih· had a son who died thus 
» prematurely, and the grave was distant ... The ruler of Chao 8aid to 
>Y him: ' .Why not en~ffin and dress hiiil in your palace?' The recorder· 
>>answered: 'May I ·presume to do -so?' The ·ruler of Chao spoke 
»about it to the prince of Cheu (see page . 6.91), who said: 'Why 
» not?' :- and the recorder did so.· The· cust;o.m of using coffins for· 
» -boys who- h~ve _died b_etw,een eight and twelve and placing them 
»therein after having ·dressed them, dates from the recorder Yih" 1 •. 

·The right to use ·a ground for a grave is generally acquired by 
purchase; that is to say, for a certain sum the proprietor, who may 
be either a person, or a family, clan or village, cedes the ownership 
of it to apotber man and his offspring, or to some family with their 
descendants,· either for ever, or for so long a time· as the ground is 
used for the p~pose for which it is ceded. This latter condition being 
stipulated in almost every case, or silently understood, time as a rule 
cancels the transaction after some generations, when the grave sinks 
into oblivion or is swept out of e~istence for want of repair. As proof 

1 1t T- PQ a, ""FJI±JM.ftiiL li~ilffii~, 
rt·a At-&.-+ a m JtU .1t a -m tm z 1ar. 

:fL_ T- B , =tf NJ a * 111} a , tf 4t 1l! ~ lf -T ffii 9£ , . 
~---& ,. t§i.iJ ~~ Z B, 1ar pj ~fif~ft 1r qto 
1l!~ B, =tf~.\f-~. iJ ~ i ft JJJ~, JM~ B, Ff 
~ Pf 'jl! ~ ·fi z 0 ""F • m m t< m ~ jl! ~ in -m ·.section 

1t T PQ I 11. . 
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of the cession, the bargainors ·hand to the bargainees a written deed , 
called at Amoy aoa• lcoan 1

, »a deed for land", or hong-8Ui lchoe •, 
>>a deed for a.. graye". The wording of such .a document is as simple 

· as the transaction .itself, formality and circumlocution being dispe~sed 
. with as . superfluous, as the universal respect for the dead, an·d the 
laws protee~g .their abodes, are deemed · to be sufficiently efficacious 

' in safeg~arding against any attempt ·of bad characters to swi' Ue the 
legal holders out of their property. Here is the text with tra ltion 
of a aoa• lcoan , the original of which is in our possession : 

• Jm tlJ Jll • fJ ~' J-t. ~ IS 
tlJ tit iJ Ill JJij :If. i! a ~ J6f 
::£ &J!,# ~ ~,:ttk .ffil 

~' ~ tlJ ;ff 
IS ~ ~ 3j ~ ~ * z ~ ill 
Rt }f, • ~- * tlJ 1i,J&,tlf 

+ ··~ 
:(£ ' ~ it It! 1t 

- ID! tT • * ;ff * itj;t, 

a m ::£; DJi * ~ ~ ~ tlJ 
-~ lli ~ ~ • ~ li 11 
1t ::5'' ~ .,. # • 14 

.D ~.;fit Jft.J.?l .. rm :u 
~ tH M- .. J}l • ~ tlJ • • '* lt IlL 
ft,~ 1'4' * • 1/lj 

7X iff ·11! ~ i1i • ll. • HT • A 7X 
»The family Ching, owners of a tract of high. ~ound inherited 

» from their ancestors, which is situated on the hill known as the 
» Lion of Ten Thousand Rocks and extends up-hill as far as the 
» Waterpeak and other places; have already ceded by contract 
»parts of this ground to the village.rs and other people far _off and 
» near, to be used (or graves; - and whereas there has now 

i l1J IJI. Koan IJ is, we think, an abbreviated form of ~e term IJI rtf, 
which means a seal an!f, consequently, a sealed document. 

2 -~~-. 

I 
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>' appeared before. them one Wu Yun-kuh, who has to bury the 
» remains · of his paren~ , .they cede to him in those parts of that 
» bill on which th~re are no· restrictions and which·. are situated 
,; beyond the li~its of ·their own graves, gr~und for one grave, 
»which he has .himselt.-selected, viz. on. the ·borders of the brook 
>> whic~ flo~s at . the back of the head of the- Lion. But t~ey 
>> herewith issue orders that be. shall not come in· contact with 
» other grav.es, nor inflict >'wounds" on -the same; neither shall he· 
>>cut ou~ or 'upset any stones, and so injUre the dragon of the hill; 
>> nor shall he for the s~ke -of private gains and profits do any 
» damage to the Rottlera: ·~rees. But he must keep the excellent· 
» qualities of the .spot in ~ state of twofold perfection. · 

>> This aou:n !coan is handed to him as a certificate. 
,Given in the tentP, year -of the period Kia khing (1805), 

» on the twelfth day of th~ third month. ·_ · · 
>> The fam~ly Ching , Owners _of the ground , 

(square red · seal stamp). 

In times long ago, before p~per was invented , or, at any rate, 
before paper was in universal . use, deed~ and bonds of all sorts 

· were, in C~ina, carv~d on - sm~U boards of wood, which we find 
deneted in the. native . books by the charac~r ~, .. k h ii. en. T~is 
word· occurs already with this meaning in the 8/twolt wen, so that 
~t is certain that bonds on wood were in vogue in pre-Christian· times. 
Of course it is· not dubita'Qle that, in ancient 'times; bargains for 
grave grounds were written in China on wood, just the same as other 

· tn,tnsactions. In any case we have d<:>cumentary evidence of this 
having there been customary still in·the fourteenth century, although, 
we are pretty sure·, paper was then maimfactured on a .large scale 
and was in general use;· but old ~ages are very tenacious of existence. 
We read in the Kwei ain taah ahih, a work composed at the begin
rtingi of..the fourteenth eentury (see page 399): 

;, Nowadays, when . people make a · grave, they do not neglect 
>> the making up o_f a written bargain for the ground; and they. 
, make it of Rottlera wo~d; upon which they write in .red char
"· acters that such-and-such' a· plot has been bought for a sum o~ 
>' 99,999 coins, etc. etc: This is a custom 'Prescribed by village
'' priests, and consequently extremely ridiculous. ln the Continuation 
>>which Yuen I-shan· wrote to the 1 lcien chi \ we find it stated 

t The I kien chi ~ m ~ is a large work in 420 cliap~ers, composed in 

the twelfth century by· Hung Mai ~ i5. 
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>>that so1~ie people in the country of Khiih-yang (province of Peh
» chihli), when digging up a grave on ·the Ts'ing-yang· embankment 
»in Yen-ch'wen, found· therein an iron contrac~, on which was 
,; engraved in gilt characters: 'Wang Ch~u-ts'un, a loyal officer, 
»buried at the cost of the Emperor; a donation qf 99,999.- strings 
» of coins and 999 coins has been made for the purpose'.· This 
»burial having taken place under Ngai Tsung of the T'ang dynasty 
» (90~-908) 1, the custom· in question is of ancient date" 2 • 

We are not able to give the reasons for this. queer practice of 
stating in such certificates the amount of the money in a sum 
exclusively composed of the cipher nine, not having found any 
explanation thereof in Chinese books. The wording of the above 
extract, however, intimates that this practice was far from universal, 
as the author gives it as a mere curiosity, ludicrous in the eyes 
of the many. The conservative spirit of the Chin~se with respect 
to everything connected with the treatment ·of tne dead, renders 
it ·probable that it exists even now somewhere or other in the 
Empire; but we have ~ever during our stay in China heard the 
people speak of it. As to the custom , also mentioned in the above 
quotation, . of placing in the. graves bargains engraved in metal, 
no doubt this must have been of rather common .occurrence, as 
the Sung dynasty considered it important enough to sanction it 
officially. Indeed, among its statutory rescripts concerning the funeral 
among the · mandarinate we read : ., There shall be used, besides 
» a . stone · bearing a record of th~ life of the deceased , one stone 
»on which the deed is engraved, and - one copy of this latter 
»in iron" 3• 

f Wang Ch'u-ts'un- died in A. D. 895; see tl1e Old Books of the T'ang Dynasty, 
eh. 182, I. 6. 

2 -+A .~~, !M, m Jt.Jil! ~, ~a ;f$ * jS z, * • 
~,m~~-i~~u~+ft~-~-Jil!~ 
~.lit~ 6Ii •-m, tnJ lit'*~ 1if ~. ·a Jt • wit~ · 
m ~ • , db ~ ~ Jtl 11 ~ *I iff A. ~ 1t , 1tl ~ ~ ~J 
•*~,•~•~£-~,u·~-~~~·u 
~ + ~ ;r ~ u.~ + ~ ~. Jtt m~* z &¥, ~ Rd 
Jlt $- EIJ * -:J\ ~. Ku kin t'u shu tsih ch'ing, sect. :filt ~· eh. 140. 

3 ~ ::fj ~ ;fj • ~ 4} ~ . History of the Sung Dynasty, ch.124, I. 14. 
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' 
The essential part of every grave in Amoy ·and the country 

around is a tumul!lS smoothly r~mnd~d on the top, a little longer 
and broader than the coffin which is buried under it. Graves 
without a ~oqnd are extremely mre, though the. tumuli of those 
of the poor are often so low as to be barely distinguishable from 
the surroundings. In many cases, the coffin is buried at a con
siderable depth. Much oftener, however, it is scarcely below "the 
level of the soil around, nay, partly or entirely above it, li8.ving 
only the tumulus to cover it from view; and this method reminds 
us of the way in w:!:tich, anciently, encoffined corpses were stored 
away under a layer of clay in the house (pp. 363-365). But such 
shallow b1~rials, or, as they are called in the books , >> bui1als by 
heaping up the earth (around the coffin)" ', stand in no connection 
whatever with those house-burials of bygone days. They are .simply 
enforced upon the people by geomancy, enlightened prophets of 
this art having; many centuries ago, revealed the remarkab~e 
physical fact. that in many parts of eastern Fuhkien • and in the 
departments. of Chang-cheu and Ts~en-cheu in particular, the Ter
restrial Breath ( s~e page 948) »is :Boating on or near the surface". 
Shallow burials have also the advantage of protecting the coffin 
from the water of the sub-soil. Moreover, they are frequently 
ordered by geomancers because, a·ccording to their theories, the 
outlines of the mountains and other configurations only are of value 
for a grave if they can .be seen fram the spot where the corpse is 
placed. 

At almost every burial, it is the Fung-shui professor who deter
mines the depth of the grave. He fixes also the direc~ion of its 
longitudinal axis in connexion with the decrees of the almanac and 
the bearings he takes (comp: page 974), and regulates the con
struction and finishing of the . tomb in all its details, geomantic 
art having in the course of years brought its theories to bear upon 
every integral part of the dwellings of the dead. 

On page 213 we have stated that coffins in the grave art' gener
ally covered with oiled paper, straw, matting or such-like material, 
and thereupon imbedded in a layer of earth mixed with lime, 
which , becoming hard and solid, forms a vault which keeps out 
l"ainwater, and protects the 9offin from being crushed in, when the 
wood moulders. No s_olid substratum is placed underneath the coffin, 

' 
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for no salutary effects can be expected from a grave unless the · 
Terrestrial Breath have access to the coffin and can freely exert 
its influence upon the corpse: The earth of the tumulus, too, is 
often mixed with lime, particularly if the grave pit is shallow. 

In many families the conviction prevails that it is the duty of 
the married daughters to pay the cost of the lime which is required 
for their parents' graves. Indeed, they having to mourn for their 
father and mother in the second degree (see page 552, no. 13), it 
is naturally becoming in them to provide the second covering in 
the· grave, the first one, v~. the coffin, having to be bought by 
the sons and the other mourners in the first degree. The same 
considerations render it incumbent upon the . married daughters 
to give the second layer ~f grave clothes, as we have stated Or\ 
page 63. · 
. The books teach us that lime was used for the construction of 
graves already many centuries before the Christian era. In a passage 
quoted by us on page 725, the Tao ch'wen relates that lime pre
pared from sea-clams was used at the burial of Wen, a ruler of 
Sung, who died in· 587 B. C.; and it is interesting· to read, in 
connection herewith, in the Oheu li: »The Officer for the . Sea
» cl~tms has the direction o( the gathering of bivalvular animals and 
>> clams, and thus to provide in the need for clams for closing 
»burial ·pits" 1

• In med,ireval ages, employing lime for graves must 
have been very commou, otherwise it could hardly have occurred 
to Chu Hi to make a formal rescript rendering the use of it 
almost obligatory. We read indeed in his Rituals for Family Life: 
>>Make a partition wall (of boards around the coffin in the grave) 
>>for the lime, then put a (wooden) cover into the pit, and fill up 
>> the space around with lime, finally filling the pit by means of 
>>earth"~. Commentators, expounding this passage, say that a layer 
of charcoal dust must _be placed at the bottom of the pit, and, 
over it, a thick layer of lime mixed with sand and clay, and that 
a similar double protection against termites-, moisture, roots of trees 
and robbers is to be made around and over the coffin by the help 
of wooden boards. But these directions are far from being obeyed 
to the letter by the Fuhkienese of the pre~ent day. · 

We believe ~t is no exaggeration to say, that at least nine graves 

1 ~ ,fi * ~ 1i. ~ ,fi ~, J{1 ~ (MJ ~ Z 4. Ch. 16, 1. 38. 

2 Jm JjJ<. jfM , jlj ~~ ~ , W Jt1 JiJ< , "PJ Jr ± . Chaptet· 6. 

\ 
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out of ten merely consist of a tumulus, at best with a quadrilateral 
taBlet of granite, engraved with characters, standing perpendicular 
at the ·shortest side or foot end. By far the majority of the peopla 
are indeed too poor to do more for their dead; and niany of the 
well-to-do use no better graves when the exigencies of Fung-shui compel 
them to follow the >>stealthy" method of burial, of which we have 
spoken on page 1033. At many graves C\f this simple description, 
the said inscribed grave stone is fixed into a small wall, which, as 
a rule, is a little lower and slopes down py a curved line on both 
.sides, . as may be ~een from thosp, re_{)resented in the b.ack gro~nd 
on Plate XXIV, mserted at page· \)41. Generally, th1s wall 1s a 
compound of sand and clay, well mixed with lime, battered into 
a solid mass and plastered over with· white mortar. In a few cases 
it is of white-plastered masonry. 

Only the graves of the better cll}oss have an omega-shaped ridge 
of earth, the rai8on d'etre of" which we have explained on page 942 . 

. Indeed, such a bong moa embraces an area of ground which is much 
larger than. the small plot required for a tumulus alone, conse
quently d~manding ~n outlay which the poor cannot afford. On page 

1 
942 we have also stated that some graves have a double bank, one 
of gmnite or brick, and .one of earth on the outside. This latter, 
if it .. is large and broad . is often ·called bong cl/iu 1, >>the grave
arms·~, because it extends along both sides like the arms hang 
down along the human body. Now, whereas man is utterly help
less if he loses the free use of those limbs, it is extremely disastrous 
to a grave should its arms be >>wounded" (comp. page 1035). Like 
a fortress with dilapidated defences, its . Fung-shui must infallibly 
succumb to any attack of the obnoxious powers, always lurking 
about to destroy good influences. 

Grave banks being especially common in the sout~ern provinces 
of China, they are a distinctive feature also of Chinese graves in 
the Straits Settlements, the Malay Archipelago, and other transmarine 
colonies in which natives of those provinces have settled. Some 
explanations given of their meaning by European authors, may be 
set aside as fanciful and ludicrous. Some writers have discovered 
that they are downright representations of the legs ot Mother Earth , 

.from whose womb man is born, and into whose womb ·he returns 
at death I 
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The common name for a tumulus is, at Amoy, ~ong tui I, 
•>grave heap" or »grave mound'~. The shape ts often ellipsoidal, 
which must be ascribed to the form of the coffin buried underneath 
(comp. page 941). When girt by a bang moa, ~he fumulus is 
generally low ' and . reminds us of. the shape of a tortoise, whe~ce 
it is popularly styled bong ku s, »grave tortoise". Some say that. 
tortoises are o(ten thus imitated on purpose, because they are, as 
we have stated on · page 56, a popular emblem of longevity; the 
capacity of reaching a high age is thus concentrated upon the grave, 
and passes from it. to the offspring of its occupant .. lt is not im
probal::!le that we here have to do also with an ·attempt at placing 
the ·grave under the infl~ence of the Celestia~ Tortoise,· the spirit of 
the northern quadrant of the heavens; indeed, the tumulus is,. in 
·theory, the northern part of the grave·, and an ancient rescript 
requires the dead to be buried in the northern suburbs and ·with 
their heads to the north (see page 984). We have seen many graves 
the . tumulus of which was entirely besmeared with plaster in light 
and dark colours imitating the lines and figures of a tortoise shell. 

It is a custom of rather common prevalence to plaster grave
mounds over their" whole surface with white mortar. They are then 
called at Amoy. he bang 3

, »lime graves", in contra-distinction to 
the fg bong 4 or ''graves. of earth", which are turf-cllid, Some he 
bong are round and low, especially when they cover urns or small 
coffins with bones that have been exhumed and re-buried for reasons . 
expounded in Chapter XIII. 

C<.>mplete to~bs ~ such as the moneyed .class in Amoy are accust.omed 
to build for their dead relations, are in general laid out on the same 

.plan as the dwellings of the living. In the first· Volume of this work 
we have'· opposite page 1.6, inserted a Plate, showing how, in accord
ance with the opinion of Chinese authors generally and Chu Hi . 
in particularS, mansions used to be built in ancient China. Most 
palaces, dwellings of the rich, and temples of the gods are ~imilarly 
planned at the . present 9-ay, and it can therefore hardly be' doubU;Jd 
that · they- have also been planned so during the whole series of 
centuries which separate ancient from modern China. If· the· reader 
bears in mind the outlines of · that plan, he will m;ide~tand the 
construction of · Chinese tombs in· every 9-etail. Plate~ XXIV, ~XV 

2)\~ .. 3 fR& .. 
5 -See his "~xplanation of. Mansions" • g, reprinted at the head of the 

Imperial K hi en l u n g edition ~f the I li. 
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and XXIX, which represent complete tombs of the simplest .kind, 
may help him in this matter. 

The chief part of the grave, viz. the tumulus covering the coffin, 
corresponds to the back chamber of the house; in which, anciently, 
_its inmates breathed their last and were washed and prepared for 

· the grave. In front of the tumulus, separated therefr~m by a. wall 
in which 'the grave stone is fixed, we have the hong Hlg 1 or >>grave 
hall", correspondiD;g to the »hall" of houses a.nd temples. As we 
have stated on page 5, such a house hall contains -an altar· bearing 
the soul tablets of the ancestors, which is erected against the wall 
opposite the door;_ :- ·in a similar_ situation there is an altar in 
the hall of the grave, which does duty at sacrifices to the soul 
of the buried man. It . is the so-called hong toh s or >>grave table" : 
a square slab of granite, either placed on the ground, or upon 
a massive ·table-shaped pile of masonry; sometimes it is entirely 
of granite, and· carved iri front -with characters or emblematic 
figures, such as we have mentioned on page 979. As this altar 
is affixed to the wall of the grave stone, it apparently bears 
the latter; which· renders its resemblance to a house-altar as close 
as possible, the said stone being, as we shall see anon, deemed 
tQ be, like the wooden soul tablets at home, a. seat for the 
manes. Let us here aad that in temples dedicated to the worship 
of the dead, or to gods and saints of any sort., the altar 'Vith 
the tablets or images stands in quite a similar position in the 
main hall. 

That grave altars can be traced back by the Chinese to the 
dawn of their history, we have had occasion to explain on 
page 385. 

The next integral part of a complete tomb is a bong tiii"!!' 
or >>grave court", corresponding to the paved tid"!! <?r court-yard 
of houses. and temples. Just the same as this latter, it is a de
pression in front 0f the »hall". Straight before it we have the 
tan t£ (tan ch'i), the important receptacle which, whether it be 
empty or filled, is expected to bl~ss the grave with a rich shower 
of aquatic influences. Having on page 946 expatiated on the part 
such tanks play in grave building, and there stated that they are 
constructed also before large mansions and temples, we may now 
pass them over in silence. 

Even the earthen bank or omega-shaped fender .has its counter· 
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part in mansions and temples. It corresponds with the walls immuring 
the emplacement and forming on either side ·a row of apartments 
with a verandah, or a , covered piazza without apartments, called 
w u 1 or 1 an g w u 2

; - indeed, th:e term bOng moa virtually means 
the piazza ·or side gallery of a grave (see page 942). Thus much 
for complete tombs of the simplest· construction. Though . moulded 
on the same plan, yet they are, as our illustrations show, by n<,> 
means all alike in shape. A gr.eat many, e. !l· that represented in 
Plate XXIX, have no tank, some gully in the vicinity rendering 
it superfluous; others ' -have no court, the whole space in front 
being occupied by the tank. Almost always, everything, including 
the floors of the hall, court-yard and tank, is of a mixture of clay, 
sand and lime, battered into a solid mass, over which comes a 
coating of white plaster. But in oourse of time this coating tarnishes, 
giving the tomb a dirty and ruined appearance, unless it be kept it 
constant repair. Hence some people prefer mixing the plaster with 
blue-grey1sh colouring material. 

Tombs such as described above are oft.en very large when they 
inclose the remains of a high mandarin, or a person with a high 
titulary rank.· We have seen many occupying an ·area twenty and 
mor~ times as large as the graves represented in our illustrations, 
and affording room for the building of a dozen good-sized European 
houses. Some of these big sepulchral monuments have one or two 
flights of steps leading from the tank up to the grave cou:. t, and 
other flights connecting the grave court with the hall, if .this latter 
be a few feet higher. Some large tombs also have, let into the 
floor in front of the altar, a pai tai6h 3 or >>stone for reverences", 
which is a square slab ·of granite, ~erving, as the name indicates, 
for the relations to make prostrations upon when t~ey worship the 
buried man. Such . a stone is to be found also. in front of the 
altar in many a temple and many a dwelling house. Several large 
graves have a low wall, girding the entire front beyond the tank 
(comp. Plate XXVII), with an opening for an entrance, which is 
called bong mng 4, »the grave gate". Our readers forthwith recognize· 
in it the gate erected in front of the court-yard of temples or man
sions, both in ·modern and in ancient times (comp. Plate I, at p. 16) · 
We have seen some tombs with a second wall· of the same con
struction. this being likewise in oonformity with the custom • ancient 

70 
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and modern, of having a double enclosure in front of large houses 
and religious buildings. 

Families rich enough to afford sepulchres of such dimension , in 
general posses~ also the means to build them of a material more 
durable thari a compound of earth and lime. For the better pro
tection of the coffin they have a vault of brick constructed over it, 
or ·have it covered with slabs of granite resting on other slabs with 
whicli the pit is lined; and so the grave is for ever prevented from 
caving in, and tolerably safe from robbery. 'The outward parts of 
the tomb they make, either partly or entirely:, of granite and brick, 
nearly always plastering the brickwork, but never the granite. In 
many cases, only the low pillars in the -corners of the tOmb are of 
granite, and chiseled out at the to,p into a lion, a· flame, a lotus flower. 
or some other ornament (comp. Plate XXIX). Hut it would· be incor
rect to pretend that granite plays any great part in '!llodern grave 
building. Nearly all the granite gr&ves now extant in Fuhkien pro
vince were built under the Ming dynasty. This fact suggests a 
considerable decadence in grave building; and this decadence must, 
we believe, be ascribed to a general decrease of wealth, there being 
n~ reasons to suppose that piety for the dead is on the wane, or 
that. the art of stonecutting has declined , the Ch_inese everywhere 
being still capable of producing excellent things in this 'branch of 
workinanship. 

Such old tombs of granite are tolerably numerous in the environs 
of Amoy. Many are in good condition; but a much greater number 
are badly dilapidated, because the offspring has died out or, having 
become impoverished , takes no more interest in them , leaving them a 
prey to any one who wants good pieces of stone for. building or other 
purposes. It is certain that they will soon share the fate of the many 
thousands which have been swept out of existence. Hence we insert 
in these pages pictures of some of the best specimens we have seen , 
directing the attention of our readers specially to that represented in 
Plate XXVII, opposite page 979, which, being hidden in a mountain 
recess in the island of Amoy, far from human ken, has remained 
intact and is undoubtedly one of the finest to be found in Fuhkien. 
Its grave stone says -that it was built in 1587. 

We need not dwell long on those ancient· monuments; for, as 
our. readers will see at a glance, they are planned like the modern 
graves. But attention must be drawn to the fact that straight lines 
are more prevalent' in them than · in the modern tombs, and that 
the walls are generally higher than those of the latter. The walls 
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on the right and left of the grave hal.l and the grave court are 
covered· with blocks of stone carved into the shape of roofs; which 
again shows that tombs and human dwellings are closely connected, 
for during the Ming dynasty it was, as at present, an established 
custom to place tiled roofs upon the walls surrounding the em
plil.cement of palaces and buildings of importance. The said blocks 
not unfreqnently bear on their front a squatted lion or a lion's 
head in stone; and such figures are sometimes to be seen also in 
front of the tomb, where they flank the ground on both sides like 

, a pair of sentinels (see Plate XXXI). 
A special feature of many tombs dating from the Ming dynasty 

is a square sheltering structure of granite, raised on pillars over the 
grave stone and covering, in many cases, the altar, or even the 
entire grave hall (PI. XXX). This structure is another tie connecting 
tombs with houses and temples, not to say that it renders their 
resemblance almost perfect. Its roof is generally double, which 
is likewise the case with t~e roofs of several edifices of any archi
tectural pretensions. In many cases, the grave stone it shelters is 
not fixed in the back wall of the grave hall, but stands insulated 
in a square pedestal of granite, in the same way as the large tablets 
of stone represented in Plate XXXVI at page 1141, and like soul 
tablets of wood are usually implanted in wooden blocks. 

These so-called 6ong am 1 or >>grave sheds" we have never seen 
on tombs constructed during the present reigning dynasty. It can 
hardly be questioned that they were in vogue in times prior to the 

' rule of the House of . Ming, they being "in point of fact small grave 
temples, and grave temples being, as we. have shown on page 388, 
traceable in Chinese books up to pre-Christian times. We may finally 
conjecture that the method of building the graves so exactly on 
the plan of dwellings, is to be directly connected with the ancient 
Chinese house-burial, of which we have spoken in a former chapter 
(pp. 363 aqq.). Even though we search in vain for written evidence 
that might support this suggestion, yet we think that probability 
forbids us to flatly reject it as untenable. 

That many graves ·of the Ming dynasty, if the occupant was a 
member of the mandarinate or the nobility, bave stone images of 
men . and animals in front of them , or animals alone, has been 
stated already in our dissertation devoted to those grave decorations 

• I 
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(p. 816). We have therein mentioned ~lso that such. fig~res -are 
hardly ever to be found on tombs of the present dynasty (p. 822), 
and in ·our chapter on Fung-shui given ·one of the chief reasons 
thereo~ (page 945). Another reason we may add here ; viz. the 
decadence of the natimial wealth and prosperity, which, as we have 
stated, may also account for the fact that solid, natural stone 
is now hardly ever used on a large scale for the construction of 
tombs. 

Just ::.s the tombs built under the present dynasty (see. page 979), 
those dating from the reign of the House of Ming are sometimes 
decorated with the eight· kw a, aud characters or emblematic figures 
expressing felicity (see Pl. XXVII, facing p. 979). They also have, 
in many instances, two stone pillars , flanking the ·space in front 
(see Pl. XXXI). From the table given on page 45-2 our readers 
have seen that the Ming dynasty only entitled noblemen and 
servants of the crown . to have them on their graves. The House 
no.w on the throne having inherited this · institution from- that 
dynasty almost unaltered, as the extract given by us on pp. 821 
and 822 shows, such pillars alSo are often seen on modern graves 
of considerable size, . even if the occupants are me.re commoners 
with a titular official rank obtained by purchase. In the officia1· 
r~guiations of both dynasties they are called w a~ g c h u 1

, >> pillars 
to look at". This appellation betrays their object: they are to :serve 
the soul as beacons, by means of which it may find its way back 
again to its resting place when it has wa.ndered from the tomb. 
To make them answer this purpose the better, the top is pointed 

; in imitation of a :flame, an imaginary light being thus emitted, 
. which has, moreover, this advantage of intensifying the vitality of 

the soul. Accordingly, the part the pillars perform at the tomb is 
the same as that of candles or lamps burning near a death-bed 
(comp. pp. 21 aqq.). In Amoy they are usually called tai6h tailc 1 , · 

>>stone torches", even if, as if often the case, they bear no flame at 

1 
the top, but a decorative lion. · 

It is not unreasonable to connect these stone grave-lights with 
the stone torch-bearers which , according to an ancient book quoted 
by ' us on page 811, stood in the crypt of a king "in the seventh 
.century before oUr era ·and, no doubt, were at that time placed 
in ·many graves of people of distinction. At any rate, they are 

2~·· · 
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traceable to very early times. We find them mentioned in an old 
description of a mausoleum of the Han period,' which we have 
translated on pp. 445-446, and this corroborates the statement 
of Wang Jui that their use dates from the :Tscin dynasty and that 
of Han (see p. 825). In writings of later times they are m~ntioned 
regularly; as e. g. in the description of a mausoleum of the fifth 
century, which we have translated on pp. 440-441, and in an 
annotation touching the sepulchre· of Chao Siu ~ who lived in the 
sixth century (p. 814), besides sundry other passages which it . is 
superfluous to quote. But it .must be observed that their· erection 
was officially subject .to rules in the sixth century of our era, which· 
is evinced by the .excerpt, quoted by us on page 814 from the 
Books of the Sui Dynasty. In medireval times they decidedly 
occupied a place among the ornamentations of imperial tombs, for, 
as we have shown on page 815_, the emperor Tcai Tsu ordained in 
his testamentary dispositions that the pillars to be erected on his 
tomb should be of · brick, and not of stone. Public functionaries 
were o~cially allowed to "have them on their .graves under the 
Sung dynasty, the government regulations respecting the burial of 
such worthies then prescribing that )) on~ pair of stone sheep, one 
» pair of tigers and one pair of wan g c h u should be placed 
>> on their graves; but the officers of the first, second or third 
»degree might add two stone images of men" 1

• And we shall see 
later on that they are also to be found in the mausolea of the 
emperors of the Ming dynasty and in those of the present reigning 
House. 

Large sepulchres are generally surrounded by a tract of private 
land of sufficient extent to prevent others from building graves close 
by and spoiling the Fung-shui. The boundaries of these adjacent 
grounds are marked _by small slabs of granite, planted upright in 
the soil and -engraved with characters indicating the ilame of 
the owners, such ·as l!!l fl., »boundary of (the family) Chcen", or 
the like. Should there happen to be rocks or boulders on the con
fines, the inscription is as a rule carved thereon. The adjacent grounds 
are generally styled m o y in 2, »the grave shade", in allusion 
to the so-called »shade~ trees" s which ought to grow therein. But 

1 ~ rJT lf 1i #- JJt ~-tt~ ~ \ = dfr Ja .t :1m 1i A 
.=,A·. History of the Sung Dynas_ty, ;hapter 124, I. 14. 
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in spite of the fact that, having trees on the tombs, represents a 
tiine-honoured custom which can be traced back to the dawn of 
Chinese history; in spite of the. circumstance that ·the planting and 
kee~ing of grave trees ~as always ranked among the cardinal duties 
of virtuous wives and children , as we have demonstrated else
where (pp. 460 sqq.), they are nowadays rare in the south of the 
Empire, and seldom seen there even on graves of the largest sort. 
In the main, as we bave stated before (p. 945), this is owing to 
Fung-shui, which, condemning the presence of trees in the front 
of graves, only allows of their being planted thereon if there are 
no other tombs behind. Besides, only a few tombs have adjacent 
grounds so large that trees may grow therein without the· roots 
sapping the masonry and destroying the corpse. Most professors 
set ver,Y little value on the trees as fenders, for, unless they be 
planted in considerable numbers, so as to form a foliage of great 
density, . they can scarcely prevent the obnoxious effects Of the at
mosphere from penetrating to the tumulus. and the grave stone. 
ln many cases, grave trees are planted on account of geomantic 
specula.tion about the elements, when calculations have made out that 
an increase of Wood is urgently demanded by the configurations 
around. Here and there the traveller . comes across a grave built 
under the Ming dynasty, which, owing to the c~re of descendants 
who regard it as the palladium of their prosperity, is shielded on 
both sides of the avenue of animals and at the back by copses and 
nnderwood of a considerable extent. But such mausolest are rare, 
and we have not seen half a dozen in ·the course of so many 
years. It struck our attention that graves. planted with trees are 
more numerous in tlie northern half of Fuhkien than in the southern 
parts of that province. 

Apart from · the. above reasons, it ~ not improbable that the 
total absence of trees from the graves of the common people is a 
survival of .ancient times, when, according to . the extracts from 
the "Oheu li and the Li ki, quoted on page 461·, &epulchral trees 
were planted exclusively on the tombs of the higher classes. It is, 
however, doubtful whether those extracts are to be relied upon 
implicitly, they being contradicted by the Poh hu t<ung i, a book 
which is generally believed to date from the first century of our 
era. »The grave mound of a 8on of Heaven", it says, »was three 
>> j en high , and pines were planted about it. That of a feudal 
>> ruler was half as high , and the trees planted ~bout it were 
>> cypresses. The height of the tumulus of a Great officer was 
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, eight feet, ·and L wan trees were· planted ·-about it:' That of an 
» ordinary office-bearer was four feet and planted with Sophora 
» trees. Non-official persons had no grave mounds, and the trees 
» plan_ted about their tombs were willows" 1• But, whatever the 
truth may be,_ it appears certain that the ancient Chinese planted 
trees chiefiy about the remains of people of distinction, simply 
because the graves · of the latter covered more ground than those 
of the vulgar, and also because customary law- as we learn from 
the extract from the Oheu li just now referred to - prescribed that 
their number must be proportionate to the rank of the dead. 

Though the present inl;labitants of south-eastern China hardly ever 
plant sepulchral trees, yet they regard them with much awe and 
respect. The conviction that they screen the soul, which res'ts under. 
their shade, from noxious influences and avert decay from the 
coffin and the remains, is still as vividly alive as ever; nor has 
the belief in a mystic relation between those trees and the soul 
they continuously infuse new vitality into, in the least waned. 
To hew them down is considered a heinous crime for which the 
Laws or' the Empire inflict heavy punishments, a& we haye shown 
on· pp. 902 aqq. And in Amoy, the expression boe bon.r;-chciiP, 
>>to sell grave· trees", is frequently on the lips of the people as 
a metaphor denoting the height of filial ingratitude. The con-· 
science of the nation is incessant~y roused to respect for grav.e 
trees by the .£i {ci, which declares that "no worthy man hews down 
any trees of · his grave mound~ when he has to build a mansion 
or dwelling" 3

; moreover, many centuries before our era, the 8hi 
king pronounced an anathema ag~inst the destroying of such trees , 
in these terms: »At the gate of the tomb there stood jujube trees, 
»and they were 'cut away with an axe: tha.:t man was not virtuous. 
» The people of the kingdom knew he would do it, and never-

. » theless they did not stop him " •. · 
In describing in our First Volume the rites of burial, we have 

) 
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made mention of an altar, built at many tombs, for presenting 
sacrifices . to the local divinity of the So.il (see page 219), in ordex 
to propitiate its. favours on behalf of the body and the soul entrusted 
to its ·care. Such an altar is hardly ever wanting -at tombs the 
construction of which has required considerable expenditure, but it 
is also to be found near many which consist of nothing but a 
tumulus with a grave stone. In most cases it is built on the 
left ·hand side of the occupant of the grave, this deity being higher 
in rank than he, and etiquette requiring that persons of lower 
rank should keep on the .right of those in .a higher position. Hence , 
also, Cbao Ki-ming has . prescribed that, in family burial grounds, 
the altar erected .for all the graves in common shall be on the 
North-east (see page 833), it being there on the left of all the 
principal dead who lie with their heads to the North. The rule is 
not, however, without exceptions, many altars being on the right 
side, or tO the north-west, south-west or south-east, for, as the 
god of the Soil is considered to dominate the Fung-shui of graves , 
nothing is deemed so important by the professors as to place its 
seat under a confluence of exquisite geomantic influenceS . . 

The altar .(see PI. XXXIII) ·consists of a rectangular.slab of granite, 
seldom higher than one or two feet, fixed perpendicularly in the 
groupd. On the fron~ of this slab are carved the characters Jii ± , 
»Ruler of the Earth"; ± jJJJ, »God or Spirit of the Earth"; 
llf IJ, >>Active A11imus of the Ground " 1

; jiljj fm idfJ, »Spirit of 
the Felicitating Agencies", or some other appellation denoting the 
-divinity for the worship of whom it is erected, and whose .spirit, 
being identified w~th the stone by means of the inscription, is 
believed to lodge therein. In some cases, this divine s~ml tablet is, 
like a grave stone, fixed in a small wall of masonry, reared against 
a little mound of earth which is sometimes covered With white 
plaster, sometimes not, the whole resembling a grave in . miniature. 
Not seldom this resemblance is enhanced by a square slab of gra
nite lying at the foot of the inscription, forming a small sacrificial 
table which calls up before the mind the >>table" of a grave. 

Nothing has as yet been said in this chapter about sepulchres built 
before the Ming ~ynasty ;. and the reason hereof is that we have never 
seen any in· a sufficient state of preservation to ~erve as models for 
a general description. Of those we have come across, hardly anything 

1 This name shows that the god is identified with the s ha n I in g of geoman
cers, of which we have spoken on page 952. 
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was left but a tumulus with a grave stone; and even these poor ' 
remains · would long have disappeared , had not the owners been : 
accustomed for generations t? regard them as the bulwarks of their 
wealth and fortunes' sacrificing regularly to the manes supposed to'~ 
dwell therein, even after the last atoms of the corpse and the coffin \ 
had J;Dixed for good with earthly dust. We have never seen such i 
an ancestral grave converted into a funeral monument worthy of . 
the powerful family-god inhabiting it. Apparently, the owners had 
steadfastly refrained from building and digging on the spot, . for 
fear. that s1;1ch a procedure might disturb. the Fung-shui, and destroy 
their fort~nes. Families who possess such a »grave of a firs~ 
ancestor" 1 are generally very proud of it, as it ensures them a 
reputation for being of ancient descent, and consequently of indis-
putable respectability. · 

rrhis description of tombs and graves being drawn from those 
in the province of Fuhkien, our readers must not ·consider it as 
applicable to the whole Empire. No doubt, every province and 
region has its peculiarities in point· of grave-building, which it 
is unfeasible for us to particularize, but which may be illustrated 
by the. following short notes · from our diary._ Almost everywhere 
in Fuhkien, when brooks or rivulets are close by, .the tombs are 1 

built of big gravel cemented togeth~r with lime' this material { 
combining solidity with cheapness and being within reach of every 
one, even of the poor. - In the regions watered by the Min and 
its tributaries, a sort of cave-burial is practised , the dead being 
often put away in mural steeps of red-yellowish loam, formed by 
brooks or rivers that have 'wa8hed their way through the soil. The 
cave is made at the foot ·of such a steep, the coffin is slid into it.., 
head foremost, and the opening is closed with gravel, in frorit of 
whioh comes the grave stone, or such structtires in ma.sOnry or stone 
as have been. described in the foregoing pages, We SR'f a curious 
instance of cave-burial at Ho-kheu •, a town with considerable traffic 
in the· district . of Yen-shan 3 in Kiangsi, and a resort of_ river craft 
of every description. Amid a cluster of barren rocks of red sandstone 
on the bank opposite that place, there was iri a mural boulder 
rising vertically ~loft; a queer grotto, at about a score metres from 
the ground, co~sisting of an accumulation of small shafts, probably 
formed _by water which hail filtered through the stone and worn 
it out (see Pl. XXXIV} Some of the lowermost shafts had been cut 

2 m o. 
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away and a coffin been inserted in the· spot, · the mouldering foot
end of. which was entirely visible \ypen we visited th~ place, 

· because the masonry, behind which it was originally hidden, was 
dilapidated and crumbled away. Holes chiseled in ·the rock under
neath this grotto showed that a scaffolding ha.d been used to place 
the coffin in that eagle's nest. 

Not everywhere in .the · Empire are grave mounds shaped -alike. 
In the · north-western Q.istricts of Fuhkien the conical form.Jiis 
the most common) and in Kiangsi province and the envrrons of 
Nanki~g .we have see~ such tumuli over three metres in height. 
On tombs of this description we hardly ever saw any constructions 
in stone or brick, nor a protecting bank of earth .. In Shantung, 
too, conical tumuli are common. Many graves in this· province 
hBve a vertical grave stone standing detached in front·, and, more
over, a grave .table, which is a square slab lying· on the ground 
or resting on two or four legs .. of stone , and either ·placed against 
the grave stone, or a few feet off. Sometimes it bears an incense 
burner of stone , flanked by a pair of candle sticks and flower vases 
of the same material. ln other cases' 'these objects are placed on the 
ground in front of the table; : in others again there is nothing but 
11 oon~~;;r. All the:se implelllents being massive, they are· unfit for 
use, -and merely serve for decoration and to keep alive the idea 
of perpetual sacrifices offered to the soul in the grave. Such tum~li, 

I grave stones and appertaining decorations greatly vary in dimens~on 
ac<-'Ording to the wealth of the families to whom the graves belong. 
We have seen grave stones over two metres in height and mounds of 
.four, though the ~verage height of the latter does not exceed one metre. 

Apart from ·the conical shape, large numbers of grave mo.unds 
in the central and northern provinces are semi-globular 0 , or 

resemble sta~ding cylinders vaulted at the top fi_. These l~tter 
are a cha.racter~stic feature in the numerous sepulchres and mausolea 
which stud the plains around Peking, harbouring the bodie~ and 
so~ of noblemen and mandarins who spent their lives in the 
service of the Boards, Cour.ts and Offices grouped around the Son 
of Heaven for the maintenance of his glory and supreme authority 
throughou~ the Empire and its boundless dependencies. In general , · . 
these tumuli are entirely turf-clad. Many are plastered with lime; · 
others are ·girt with . grey bricks, either up to the top, or to a 

·certain distance from the ground , to prevent the earth from slipping 
away. In some .cases, a slab is fixed in the frontside, carved so as 
to represent a closed door, which is a survival, perhaps, of ancient 



Pl. XXXIV. 

A Mwal Cave ·used as a Grave . .. 
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times, when . the . dwellings of the living were used to bury the 
dead in; but we have spoken hereof already on page 374. 
· The sepulchres of those Pekingese grandees are specially deserving 

of a description because they differ greatly from the graves in the 
South, of which we have tried to co~vey an idea in these pages. 
They are remarkably si~ple, though the area of the ground they occupy 
is considerable. There are no structures of brick or stone about the 
tumulus, bu~ it stands insolated in an unpaved plot, inostly with 
a few mounds of smaller size on the right and left, which cover 
the remains of the wife and the principal descendants. A bank of earth 
rtins in a straight line behind this row of tumuli, protecting them 
from obnoxious shah. With two similar banks, respecti-vely on the 
right and _left, it forms a walled square, open in front; in many 
cases the bank runs in a curved line , embracing the spot like a 
bong moa and gradually diminishing. in height at the ends. These 
banks vary much in size. Many are scarcely one metre high, but 
we have seen others of over five metres. 

So'· when such y in g (see page 1 073) contain more than one corpse 
and one tumulus, they are in reality family graves. The principal 
feature by which they are distinguished from the graves in the 
South, is that thfly are richly clad with trees. It is, indeed, by 
means of trees that geomancers usually try to remedy the evil 
of the absence of mountains, hills or rocks, which elsewhere 
protect the graves from evil influences. A shady copse of pines and 
cypresses, planted in parallel rows , forms a dense protection at the 
back of the tumuli and at the flanks. Lines . of oaks and other 
trees gird this copse on the outside_, enhancing its protective capa
cities. In front, too, there is a rectangular arbor of pine and cy
press trees and, in many cases, a second copse of similar shape, 
the mausoleum thus having the aspect of a quadrilateral park, par
ticu,larly beautiful, if it is old enough to contain ·trees of stately 
size. The row of tu m uli, . concealed in 11. somber grove of ever
greens, gives the spot a druidical aspect, this illusion being often 
enhanced by grave stones, a stone table with sacrificial implements, 
standing detached in the midst of the ope11 plot in front of the 
tumuli, and one or more large tablets of stone displaying the names
and titles ~f the buried persons , reared on the spot on stone 
pedestals, or on the backs of huge tortoises of the same material. 

A catch drain extends along the four sides of the park, to keep 
it dry. Beyond, in the fields, small landmarks ·of stone qenote 
the extreme limits, and at· the same time those of the adjacent 
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grounds sei apart for the sus~nance of the families who act as 
keepers of the sepulchre in the numbers fixed by th~ institutions of 
the State. Th.ey regularly till these grotm<fs, dwelling thereon in 
mean huts which. contrast strikingly wi~h the splendour of the 

.adjacent. park of death. · · 
'J.1hese. numerous . grave parks of evergreens agr~eably break the 

monotony of the Peking pl~ins •. especially in ·winter ·and early 
spring, when .they resemble countless oases in a boundless, dreary 
desert. Their ·attractiveness . is enhanced by stately pln~s with milk
white bark, which are a peculiar feature of the landscape in this 
part of the world. But many. y in g are mere types of neglect and 
ruin. They can lose their geomantic value for a hundred reasons, 
and the owners cqnsequently feel no more interest in keeping them 
in good condition ; or the proprietOrs may be reduced to poverty 
and sell the ground, this not being forbidden by law if it does 
n'ot entail the destruction of the graves (see p. 896); or they may die 
out, nobo~y preventing the keepers and the .farmers in the environs 
from gradually felling the trees and converting the grounds into. fields 
for themselves. In China, too_, the dead among the great of this 
earth and the i:nost gorgeous monuments erected in their honour 
are finally engulfed in the abyss of. oblivion. Thus it is that many 
tumuli stand alone and desolate in the midst of cultivated fields., 
surrounded only by a small . open grass-plot' n_othing testifying to 
the former . grandeur of the spot except the large tablets of stone 
and the debris of the grave altar. 

Among such sepulchral parks there are many the central part of 
which, containing th.e tumuli, the grave stones, the altar, the stone 
tablets and a part of the trees, is surrounded by open-worked walls 
of brick ·, that take the place of the earthen banks. 'l1hese walls 
generally run in straight lines along the front and the sides, or alol)g 
the front only, and in a curve along the back. Sometimes the wall 
in f:(ont has an opening in the middle, doing duty as an entrance. 
In · point of size and grandeur these sepulchres -stand next to . the 
most gorgeous mausolea ever erected_ for the subjects of the Sons of 
Heaven, viz. those of princ~s of Imperial lineage, the description 
of which we defer to the third section of this chapter. ·we must 
now speak of the official rescripts regulating-'the dimensions and 
ornamentation of .graves. 

It is hardly necessary to call to mind the characteristic feature 
of the Chinese nation, traceable throughout all ages of which we 
ha ye any knowledge from its ~ooks, of burying the dead in graves 
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varying in size according to their social position, and of placing 
them under tumuli of a height likewise fixed by their dignity and 
rank. We have devoted many pages to this subject in Chapter V, 
and also shown therein that already in pre-Christian times, and at. any 
rate since the Han dynasty (pp. 420 and 449), laws and rescripts 
have been enacted by the Government, fixing those dimensions. 
The dynasty now on the throne , sticking faithfully to its cardinal 
device that the institutions of the ancients may not be swerved 
from, has likewise enacted regulations to this same effect. In the 
Ta · Tacing fung li we read : 

'' For officers of the first rank, the grave ground may have a size 
»of ninety p u, measuring from the centre of the grave to the four · 
>>sides, and the· tumulus may be one c ha. n g six feet (c he i h) high. 

· » F.or the second rank, these dimensions are eighty p u and one 
» c hang four feet; for the third,, seventy p u and one c hang 
, two feet; for the fourth , sixty p u and one c h an g; for the fifth , 
,, fifty p u and eight feet. For the sixth and seventh rank , the 
» ground may measure respectively forty p u and twenty p u , and 
»the tumulus may b.e six feet high. ·The ground shall he walled in. 
» For nobles · of the three highest ranks (K u n g, He u and P .oh), 
» this wall is forty c hang in circumference, and four families are 
».appointed as grave keepers. For officers of the first. and second 
, rank, the wall is thirty-five c h an g and the number of familie.q 
,, two ; for officers of the fifth rank and higher ' t.he wall is thirty 
, c hang and one family is settled on . the ground to guard it ; 
" and for those of the sixth rank and lower, the wall may be 
., twelve c hang and the grave keepers two in number 1. Mem-. ' 

1 Jtm- .. -:- &rJL+~ .. D~~ lfJ m~"liii!lm 
~ , !t-;::fl~R . .::dfri\+~. H?::fli!!IR . = 
afb --t + ~ , H ·?: :fl .:: R . 1!!1 dlr ~ + ~ , H - 3t . 
3i Jl, li. + ~ , N A R o ~ dlr lm + ~, ..f:i aft,.::+~ , 
HW :* R. W;J ~m . ~~1a RiJ Jm + 31: .,11 v ~ Jm 
P. . .:: JL ~ ..t JjJ = + 1 ?: , v m .:: ? .. 1i. tHr ~ ..t 
JjJ ~ + 3t .. v ~ - .. P . ~ Jfa ~ '""F JjJ + iff .:: ?: , v m .:: A . Chapter 52, I. H. Of the above· ciphers I t hose relating to the length 

of the wall and the grave keepers are drawn from the Ta Ts'i'!g hwui tien, eh. '76, 

' 11. 5 and 6, from the Ta Ts'ing . hwui lien shi li, * m .. !14 $ 00 I 

, Ordinances for a proper Execution of the Matters prescribed in the Ta Ts'ing hwui 
tien ", the largest official compilation of S~te-papers and Imperial Ordinances. that 
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»hers of the gentry Q.ave a sepulchral ground of twenty p u to 
»each side, and a tumulus of six feet; the wall around their graves 
» measures twelve c hang, and two persons are established on the 
"spot as keepers 1

• And for the corpmon people, the ground may 
)'be nine p u , the tumulus four feet, and the "Wall enclosing it 
>> on the four sides eight c hang; and · two persons may act as 
»grave keepers" 2

• 

To give the reader a clear view of these ciphers we arrange them 
in a tabular form, giving the height of the )Umulus in Chinese 
chcih or feet, of which ten make a chang: 

Distance from Height I· Length Number of families 
' the centre of ·or persons chat·ged 

the ground to of the I of the with the care of 
its sides. tumulu~. wall. the grave. 

Nobles of the first, second 
and tbit·d rank 90 pu 16ch'ih M> chang 4 families 
Mandarins of the 1st. rank 90 , t6 ) 3 : " 2 ]) 

, , 2nd. " 80 , 14 , 35' , 2 l) 

" " 3rd. " 70 " 12 , 30 1 " , 
" 4th. " 60 , tO , 30 , 1 , 

l) , 5th. l) 50 l) 8 , 30 " 1 J) 

, l) 6th. , 40 " 6 " 12 "' 2 persons 

" " 7th. " 20 " 6 , 12 " 2 , 
.. " , 8th. .. 20 " 6 , 12 )) 2 " 

l) J) 9th. " 20 " 6 " 12 , 2 )) 

Members of the Gentry 20 " 6 )) 12 )) 2 0 

Commoners 9 , 4 )) 8 ... 2 " 
The length of the official standard foot (c hci h) and the p u have 

not, we believe, as yet been determined exactly in foreign measure
ment. In the convention between England and China concernirlg
*e import and export duties to be levied in the ports ·opened to 
foreign trade, which was signM. at .Shanghai on the .8th .. of No-

exists, published in 1818, eh. 714.1 I. 6 ; and from tlie Ta T:ling .hWui tien tseh 
li, eh. 137, I. 29. In this last-named work it is stated they were enaetAd in 1644, 
fhP very year in which the firl!t Emperor of this dynasty. mounted the throne. They 

a•·e also given in ~he »Rules and Regulations for the Board of Rites", ffil ~ 
JtiJ i9lJ, eh. 165, 11 . . 2 seq. · 

1 ±. ~ .~)j)= +~, N1i:i:*R. II!Jah•»if+ = ?k.. \ 11. ·V m =A. Ta Ts'ing t'u~g li, eh . . 52, I. 19 ; Rules and 
Regulations for the Board of Rites, cb. 165, I. 3. 

2 lff A , ~ m 1L ~ ,· H 1m R , If 1m Ill JjJ J\ ?k.. , v 
~ .=. A . Ta Ts'ing t'ung li; eh. 52, 1. 24; Itules and Regulationt~, loc. cit. 
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vember 1858 , it was _stipulated that one c hci h should be held to 
be equal to 14,1 inches English, which would ·give 0,35-8 metre 
French. !fhere is some doubt however, whether the o hci h referred 
to in "the dynaetic Ordina~ces and la.ws has this length. Williamson 
says that, according to the Board of Works·, it meBSures 13'1-8 
inches' . The official chcih differed considerably under various dy~ 
nasties. The p u does not seem to be commensurate with the 
_chcih·, and meRsures about . 66 English inches or 1,675 me;re 2• If 
these ciphers be anyway correct, the length of grave wal1s, sup· 
posing the ground they enclose to be a regular square, is, in the 
case of a mandarin of the highes~ rank, about 31 metres on all 
sides, and the -length and breadth of the whole ground about 300 , 
while for m_andarins _of the lowest class and members of the gentry 
these ciphers are about 11 and 67 metres, · 

These regulations are not" laid . down to force the nation to 
make the· graves of noblemen and officers of the size and height 
stated; but they give the maxim!l which may not b~ exceeded. 
Our readers have seen that only a small number of · those s~pul
chres, in the South scarcely any, are walled in. Neither is _it 
obligatory to erect the. stone figures which, according to. the ordinance 
translated on page 821, may be placed. on the graves of distinguished 
nobles and public functionaries·; and our readers know 'they have 
hardly ever been placed on a toll:lb during the _reign of this dynasty 
(p. _1088). ·But the prerogative, likewise warranted by the institutions 
of the State , of having in those grounds a large stone tablet, inscribed 
with the· name and titles of the deceased and~ occasionally, with 
some partjculars abolJ.t his career., is seldom neglected. We shall 
deal with this subject in the next section of this -Chapter. 

On page 412 we have made mention of a custom of China's 
ancient rulers of bestowing upon deceased statesmen presents ·in 
the shape of burial requisites and money, in order to enable their 
fRmily to commit them to their graves in a way worthy of their 
merits and career. Numerous passages in the books show that 
emperors of later ages· have DOt given up this (}UStom; and they 
have finally come to consider such soli~itude for tlie burial of their 
servants not a mere bounty, bu:t a stringent duty towards a _ class 
of men whose lives have been devoted to supporting their sovereigns 
in supreme power _and maintaining them on the throne. During 

1 Journeys in North China, I, XIX. 

2 Chinese Repository, X, p. 651; Journal of the North China Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, XX p. 93, and XXIV p. 95. 
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the Ming dynasty, the graves of civil officers were still built at the 
expense · of the State; indeed , ·a certain sum, varying according to 
the rank of the deceased and the number of years he had spent in 
state service, was awarded for that purpose from the treasury, and 
a certain number of workmen were . placed at the disposal of the 
family. »In the beginning of the period Kia tsing (A. D. 
1522)", thus we read, »the outlays were fixed which were to be 
>) made for the sepulchres of civilians. For those of the first rank, 
, the sum was estimated at 300 taels of silver, and the n:umber of 
»workmen at 200, each man at the rate of one tael, also in the. case 
>> of officers of lower rank. For the second rank, those ciphers we~e 
»fixed at 250 and 150, and for the third rank, at 200 and 100. 
>> In addition, it was stipulated that for officers of the fourth or 
,~fifth rank, to whom a burial was granted, defrayed by favours of 
»the Emperor, the silver should amount to 80 taels,,and the number 
>>of workmen to 30. And in the sixth year of the same period 
>> it was, in accordance with a proposal made to the Throne, 
>>decided that for officials of the three highest ranks who had not 
>> spent a whole lifetime in the service of the State, only half the 
)) amount .of taels and half .the"' number of workmen should be 
)) granted, and that. when a grave was opened (to. place the wife 
>>of .. the occupant therein), only 50 workmen would be granted 
>> equally for every rank and grade" 1

• The same House also laid 
down in its Col~ective Statutes 2 a kmg rescript regulating the gifts 
to .be made in cases of death of .military officers , in the shape of 
bricks and lime for the tomb, a wooden vault, stones inscribed 
with a eulogic biography, workmen to be assigned from among the 
prisoners, objects for the Netherworld, embroidered needle-work, 
horse-harnesses and saddles; the character and quantity of these gifts 
depending on the rank of the man upon whom they were best<;>~ed. 

1 a ~· ::t<» ~ 3t et~** 110 - Mr ** ·fl• =a ptij, 
~ ur ::. a 4; , jj! 4; <m ~ ptij , """F Jiij 0 .::: Jt. ft fW <m .::: 
a1+~,~ur~a1+~,=Jt,ftm~.:::a 

~.~ur-a4; . •~~a~••~~u~• 
~••A+~.~ur=+~ o ~~•m-A.::: 
A~A*~·-···~Il[~$8 •. 00~ 
• ~ 7f Jt, i& * Jb, lf: ~=;X [[ Ji + 4; . Ku kin t'u shu tsih 

ch'ing, _sect. !:liJ ~· eh. 133. 

2 Ta Afing hWui tien, eh. 162, ll. 16 sqq. 
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The Ts<ing dynasty likewise adopted the principle that the sepul
chres of nobles and public functionaries should be built at the cost 
of the Government. »In the eighteenth year of the period Shun 
>> c hi (A. D. 1661) a proposal, properly discussed, was approved, . 
>> according to which the allowance, to be paid for the b.uilding · ~f 
\)the grave, should amount to 650 taels for a noble· of the first 
» rank, and to 600 and 550 respectively for a ~oble of the second · 
» or the third rank. For an officer of the first rank 500 taels were 
» to be paid ; for one of the second rank 400 ; for the third and 
» fourt~, 300 and 200 taels respectively; and fo.r the fifth, sixth 
» and seventh rank 100. For . each of these ranks the money was 
» merely to be paid out to the family, with orders· for them to 
» ma~e the grave th~mselves" 1

• 

2. Inso:J;"iptions placed upon and in the Tombs. 

Grave Stonea. 
Like other nations that have madtyfll'ogress in the noble art of. 

writing, the Chinese attach much importance to decorating their 
tombs with inscriptions. Characters intended to attract felicity to 
the buried person and emit it through him to· his offspring, are 
frequent on graves of considerable dimensions and solid construction,' 

·as we have stated elsewhere (page 979). Besides, every toint>, except 
those of the poorest, who cannot afford such expenditure, and those 
of infants and neglected individuals who have no one to care for 
them. has a granite slab at the foot of the tumulus, on which 
are carved some characters, sometimes painted red, or partly red 
and partly green, which mention the man· or woman buried behind 
it. We have spoken of such stones on pp. 1082 and 10S4; but we 
must still give our readers some details respecting them , to clearly 
explain the important position they hold at graves. 

In Amoy and the surrounding districts they are ·generally 
denominated hong pdi 1, >>grave tablets"_. Serving to point out who 

1-~ + A•··~&*U~+~,~*U 
~ , 1a 1i. a 1i. + m , ~ Jts g Ji. a ~ , = Jtr -g 1m u 
~, = Jts ~ .= u ~, 1m Jtr ~=a fi, 1 aH. ~ ~ --t 
Jb g - U iifij • if ~ 11 , ~ 1J; § ~. Ta Ts'ing hwui tien tsch 
li , eh. 137, 11. 29 seq., and Ta T:ling hwui lien shi l-i, eh. 714, I. 7. ·2··· 71 
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